
Web Order Entry Training Flyer 
 

 

Over recent years more and more business is being conducted online. To give some perspective on how much business 

is already being done online; worldwide about $1.2Million dollars is spent online every 30 seconds for every minute of 

2014. This number is expected to continue to grow at around 15% a year for at least the next two years.  

 

As more business shifts to the internet it becomes increasingly important to have web order options available for 

customers. It is also important to be able to discuss these options with Customers and let them know they are available. 

This flyer will serve to give you a brief overview of what we offer and some of the features and benefits to both the 

customer and Lee.  

 

Lee Direct Online Services 
 

Lee Direct Online Services include both a Web Order Entry and an Account 

Information site online. This flyer will try to cover some of both but will be 

primarily focused on the Web Order Site.  

 

Over the previous 3 years we have consistently made improvements to our 

Lee Direct Web Order site.  Some of them are detailed in the table below.  

 

 

 
 

Kits & Web Order Entry 
 

Kits are predetermined 

lists of items set up to 

help customers order 

multiple line items quickly.  

These can be set up by 

entering a bid for the 

customer and letting 

Corporate know to load as 

a kit. The customer can 

also enter their own.  

 



Replacement Items on Web Order 
 

The Website deals with Substitutions as “Replacement Items”.  When the customer orders an item we have determined 

on the website has been superseded by another item, the site will inform the customer and swap the items out.  If they 

chose to continue to original item you will see this item as you review the pending web order.  

If you do see this occurring with an item you can just let Corporate know and we can change the item in their kits so 

they will begin ordering the new items.  

 

Ability to Enter Tickets at Any Branch 
 

The Web Order Site allows the customer to see the inventory levels at all of our locations.  

 

They can also enter tickets to and have them print at any of the locations.  

 

This is beneficial for customers in the Indianapolis area as well as customers that have jobs 

around the state.  

 Web Orders Go To Pending for Review and Release 
 

After a customer enters a web order and clicks “Send Order” the order goes to Pending Status in Mincron and an email is 

sent to designated Counter People to review and release the order. The purpose of this is to allow for transfers to be 

entered, substitutions to be made, or to possibly pull something off of a reserved order to fill the current order.  

 

With certain customer’s we have made agreements with them that they enter the order for the item even if it shows 0 

available for these reasons. In cases and agreement like this has been made it is extremely important to communicate 

instances there is no stock to fill at the branch and either go get it or ask them if they can wait on the backorder to come 

in.  

Some Benefits of Web Order 
 

 Frees Up The Phone! 

 

 Reduces Time Spent on Each Order by our Counter Teams 

 

 Allows customer access to placing order at any time of day or night 

 

 Allows customer access to pricing/Reducing price inquiry phone 

calls 

 

 Allows customer to become familiar with the ordering process and 

adopt it into their normal business. 

 

 

 



Next Steps 
 

The next steps are to our web site, click Lee Direct and watch the 
two tutorial videos available. One is a more in depth overview 
and the other is an in depth explanation of Kits and all the different 
ways to create them.  
 
To get a log in to our test account email Brandon Stone for a log in 
and password.  
 
After watching the videos, start talking to our customers about Lee 
Direct Online! 
 

 


